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Presentation
Aluminum planters made-to-measure lacquered.

Dimensions
Made to measure manufcature, aluminum allows a great freedom of 

dimensions and forms for the creation of planters.
Thanks to its flexibility and its lightness, it will provide large dimensions 

without the handling or flatness of the soil being problems.
The choice of sheet metal also makes the curves possible with a choice 

of shapes which is thus without limits.

Finishes
Steelab offers two painted finishes : Liquid or Powder-coated.

Each technique has its own relevance according to the projects. One as 
the other, they will give the choice of the hue among the RAL color chart.

Their finish can be matte, satin, gloss, or micronised / textured.
Other color charts on request.

The treatment of the upper field can be a single or double  folded edge 
according to the dimensioning and the aesthetic choice. 

Installation
Ground installation supported on lugs or in options :
- Ground secured fixing ;
- Handling casters ;
- Adjustable support pads ;
- Weight distribution buffer to avoid punching of 
ground waterproofing systems.

Water management
Draining base with evacuation underneath the containers.
In options : Weep hole ; Integration of horticultural system with 
water reservoir ;  etc.

Material
Aluminum from 2 to 5mm depending on the dimen-
sioning.
Material naturally resistant, light, stainless and there-
fore lasting, aluminum is the best choice for the 
creation of planters in sheet-metal.
Assembly by MIG welding, with finishing.
Powder coating: primer + polyester finish;
Liquid paint: primer + two-component PU finish + 
finishing varnish (matt, satin, glossy or micronised);
Antigraffiti varnish optional.


